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of all parties or no party, bound by a single bitter resolve,
to resist the enemy. In a few hours the popular districts
of the town began to look like an armed encampment.
The section occupied by the defenders was divided into
four parts ; each squad was composed of eight to ten men
and armed with 1891 rifles, carbines, service revolvers,
S.LP.E. bombs. There were only enough rifles or muskets
for half of the men. The entrances to squares, streets and
alleys were barricaded ; in some places entrenchments
were reinforced by barbed-wire entanglements. Church-
towers were turned into observation-posts. The whole
fortified zone was put under the command of the arditi
del popolo. The tradespeople were in sympathy with the
rebels and supplied them with equipment and food.3
It is impossible here to give a detailed account of the fight.
The fascist leaders insisted that the prefect should get the
army to break up the c rebels' 9 fortifications. Troops
occupied the Trinita district, where the men at the barricades
welcomed them with shouts of: ' Long live our soldier
brothers', while in the Oltreterrente district the Arditi
refused to disarm. The fascists were furious at the result of
their action and determined to resume hostilities, issuing
the following statement:
* The authorities have been fooled by the bolshevik
strikers. The cessation of the strike has been made to
look like an alliance between the troops and the demon-
strators, who are betraying their country. If the chosen
guardians of Patriotism, the most sacred ideal we possess
to-day, are incapable of defending it, then it Is for us to
rise up in defence of the dignity of the nation and of the
insulted army. To arms, fascists ! We return to the
fight in the name of immortal Italy/
The army had been insulted, according to the fascists,
because the workers who were defending their liberties had
welcomed and fraternized with the soldiers instead of
shooting at them. The fascists' new attack, directed this
time against the Oltreterrente districts of old Parma, wilted
before the desperate and well-organized resistance of the

